REMEMBER

WHEN PHOTOGRAPHY
BROCHURE

What happens at your session?
Reading this prep will maximise the success of your photoshoot
Please feel at ease at your session. I am a mummy too, and I will handle your baby with great care. If
baby becomes distressed at all, needs extra milk, or just a cuddle from Mum/Dad, then we can stop for
that :) baby runs the show! and their comfort is my priority throughout the session.
Please try to schedule babies feed for when you are due to arrive at the studio, this helps to make sure
baby is nice and full, and in a milky deep sleep for the duration of the session, but don’t worry if this isn’t
doable, we can take plenty of pit-stops. Also, if you can...try and keep baby active during their morning
before the session, to achieve the poses you see on my page, baby needs to be in a nice deep sleep,
and if they’ve spent all morning sleeping, then this will become more of a challenge throughout the
session.
Dummies - If you have one, please bring it with you. This is a huge help to sooth baby during the
session, and can cut the session duration down by half rather than constant feeding that can sometimes
occur. As it is used for such a short time baby will not become reliant on it if you prefer your baby not to
have one. Some babies just settle better with a dummy during the session.
Parents (and anyone else coming to the session), I must warn you, the studio will be very warm whilst
you’re here, I am trying to create a womb environment to help keep baby settled and sleeping for the
duration of their session, and inside your womb, baby was used to temperatures of around 36°, I won’t
be going quite that warm, but around 29° celcius will be comfortable for them when they have no clothing
on. My parent area has a fan so don’t worry too much. If it’s a really hot summers day, then I most likely
won’t need to use my heater, but be rest assured that I am monitoring baby at all times to make sure
they don't get too hot, or too cold.

How long will your session last?
Newborn photo shoots can last anywhere between 2 - 4 hours (usually around 2)
depending on how settled baby is.
We must take time out for feeding if baby needs it.
I always allocate 4 hours, just in case! However, this has only ever happened once.
Your newborn session should be a relaxed and enjoyable experience, baby will
always lead the session, and if you follow my advice on here, it was maximise the
success of the shoot.

What happens after your session?
At the end of your session, we will pencil you in the diary for your Viewing & Ordering
appointment, where you will sit back and enjoy a slideshow of your beautiful images. Unless
you are buying my Digital Collection, then there will be no need for you to come back to view,
after receipt of payment, I will just prepare all your images and present you with your beautiful
USB.
I pride myself on delivering the perfect image to you, and that means the editing takes time,
especially since most babies have their usual skin issues (milk spots, flaky skin, uneven skin
tones etc)
Your Viewing & Ordering Appointment which will be arranged within 7-14 days of your session
date. At your appointment you will view your entire gallery on a beautiful slideshow.
You can comfortably sit and go through your images to select your favourites and discuss any
wall art requirements if you wish.
All products and images chosen are to be purchased at this time.
I have an à la carte product menu where you can choose additional items.

What products are available to buy?
I am very proud of the products I provide, and the professional lab that I use for your products is
second to none in the industry, and they provide us with a bespoke framing service, which is carried
out in-house by their highly skilled framers using only the best materials.
If you are opting for a framed product, then I supply a huge array of mouldings in different colours and
sizes. You will see the options available at your Viewing & Ordering appointment.

Multi Aperture framed prints are available in a wide variety of frame choices and moulding
sizes. The images below are just to show you the layout of each multi aperture design I offer.
Multi Aperture in a Vintage Frame - 32" x 14"

Multi Aperture 4 Images - 24" x 24"

Multi Aperture in a Vintage Frame - 24" x 30"

Multi Aperture 9 Images - 24" x 24"

These stunning photo frame Gallery Wall Collections make it easier than ever to provide my clients with a unique and highimpact wall decor option that will bring any room to life. Choose from five individually designed photo frame templates with
a choice of moulding options. Like all of the framed prints I offer, the Gallery Wall Collections are all individually hand-made
by skilled framers in the lab. The care and attention to detail on each other is clear to see with every photo frame being
created from scratch for your unique collection. You can choose from six stunning colour options for your collections:
White, Cream, Light Brown, Pale Grey, Slate Grey, Blue/Grey ad Black

